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When selecting a floorcovering we believe that high performance should
not mean compromising on style and design. Drawing influence from
natural elements that are in keeping with today’s interior trends, the Fusion
collection includes a range of popular wood and stone designs, all accurately
reproduced to create flooring that is both beautiful and practical for a wide
range of internal spaces.
Developed with a single specification that is suitable for both heavy-traffic
commercial installations and domestic interiors, Fusion brings together a
variety of different styles from traditional, historical woods to fresh, modern
concrete tiles.
To further enhance the authenticity of the Fusion collection, each of the
wood and stone designs come with a bevelled effect on all four sides of the
plank or tile, adding further depth and detailing to the overall appearance
of the floor once laid. Combined with our selection of feature, grouting and
marquetry strips to create a truly bespoke finish to your installation, the
possibilities with Fusion are endless.

Product Qualities
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YEARS
For full technical and environmental details see page 41

This image: Almond Oak, installed in a single plank tramline design
Cover: Oxford Light Oak straight laid, and Urban Concrete
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Wood
Faithfully reproducing the natural beauty and splendour of wood planks, the realistic surface textures
combined with varying grains and tones gives each plank an authentic appearance.
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Plank size: 184.2 x 1219.2mm

Royal White Oak

Four way bevel

Royal White Oak

1060

Able to enhance a wide variety of room interiors, this fresh yet natural white oak design incorporates
authentic wood grain detail with embossed surface effect. The subtle tone variation within each
plank can be further emphasised by using Fusion floor accessories.

Left: Inlaid with Ice grouting strip
Right: Straight laid. This sits perfectly alongside Ivory Limestone
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Plank size: 184.2 x 1219.2mm

Country Elm

Four way bevel

Country Elm

1061

The pale grey and blond tones, and subtle wood grain typical of this species has been beautifully
replicated in Country Elm. The extra wide plank format and bevelled edging along all four sides
creates a sophisticated look that enhances any interior.

Left: Straight laid
Right: Brickwork wood tile effect
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Plank size: 184.2 x 1219.2mm

Oxford Light Oak

Four way bevel

Oxford Light Oak

1062

The organic colourways of Oxford Light Oak brings the woods character to life whilst blending into
any interior backdrop. The smooth embossed surface creates a clean, sanded plank texture for a
contemporary finish which sits perfectly alongside other modern flooring finishes such as natural
stone or concrete.

Left: Straight laid. Urban Concrete is featured in the seating area
Right: Naval plank design inlaid with Natural Oak marquetry strip
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Plank size: 184.2 x 1219.2mm

Almond Oak

Four way bevel

Almond Oak

1063

Oak wood designs continue to be a firm favourite year after year, due to its versatility and inviting
quality. The untreated decoration of Almond Oak brings out the natural character of the wood grain,
complemented by the textured surface emboss and large scale plank dimensions.

Both images: Straight laid
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Plank size: 184.2 x 1219.2mm

Honey Rich Oak

Four way bevel

Honey Rich Oak

1064

For those interiors that require an unspoilt and untreated flooring decoration, the wide plank format
and rustic surface emboss of Honey Rich Oak offers a more traditional appearance, which when
combined with our range of floor accessories can achieve eye-catching results.

Left: Naval plank design inlaid with Classic Oak marquetry strip
Right: Straight laid
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Plank size: 184.2 x 1219.2mm

Wild Apple

Four way bevel

Wild Apple

1065

Offering a multitude of warming gold, honey and hazelnut tones within the delicate wood grain,
Wild Apple gives any space an inviting and restful backdrop. Though calming, the wide planks with
their strong directional contrasts can create a striking appearance.

Left: Straight laid
Right: Full plank herringbone design
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Plank size: 184.2 x 1219.2mm

Cathedral Oak

Four way bevel

Cathedral Oak

1066

Taking inspiration from the many historical spaces seeped in tradition and architectural splendour,
Cathedral Oak’s strength and character is reflected in the warming blush tones within each plank.
The authentic wood grain mirrored in the rustic surface emboss, and wide bevelled edged planks
further enhances this designs grandeur.

Left: Straight laid
Right: Full plank rows
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Plank size: 184.2 x 1219.2mm

Bishop Dark Oak

Four way bevel

Bishop Dark Oak

1067

Create an interior scheme that projects a sense of style and class with the remarkable detail
and realism of Bishop Dark Oak. The exceptional beauty of the wood grains tonal variants and
arrangement complement the elongated plank length for an inviting environment.

Left: Straight laid
Right: Naval plank design inlaid with Walnut marquetry strip
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Plank size: 184.2 x 1219.2mm

Rich Walnut

Four way bevel

Rich Walnut

1068

Combining dark velvety chocolate and warming taupe shades that seam through this elongated
plank design, Rich Walnut creates a floor finish that is both bold and attractive. The fine wood
texture adds depth without detracting from the impact of the natural wood grain for a warm and
welcoming environment.

Both images: Straight laid
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Plank size: 184.2 x 1219.2mm

Willow Brown Oak

Four way bevel

Willow Brown Oak

1069

Encompassing warming grey, brown and beige highlights, this attractive oak with its extended
plank length and defined wood texture adds richness and depth to your interior, creating a warm,
luxurious atmosphere.

Left: Straight laid
Right: Full plank herringbone design
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Plank size: 184.2 x 1219.2mm

Willow Grey Oak

Four way bevel

Willow Grey Oak

1070

Ideal for light, modern interiors the warm grey hues and subtle wood grain of Willow Grey Oak
continue the trend for contemporary oak floorcoverings. Combining this with other similar wood
effects like Royal White Oak, gives a fresh fashionable twist to a more traditional material.

Left: Brickwork wood tile effect
Right: Straight laid together with Royal White Oak
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Stone
Elegantly combining the textures and tonal variations found in natural rock formations, the Fusion
collection of stone finishes evokes a sense of luxury that will bring any interior to life.
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Tile size: 457.2 x 457.2mm

Ivory Limestone

Four way bevel

Ivory Limestone

1076

Drawing inspiration from natural rock and stone formations, Ivory Limestone’s sophisticated and
organic colourways combined with the delicate emboss surface texture gives a fresh and clean
appearance, and when laid with our range of accessories can create bespoke flooring designs for
an elegant finish.

Left: Brickwork pattern with Pearl grouting strip
Right: Straight laid
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Tile size: 457.2 x 457.2mm

Organic Fossilstone

Four way bevel

Organic Fossilstone

1077

The rustic and subtle tones within Organic Fossilstone, including greys, cream and beiges, accentuate
the designs authentic impurities and natural formations typically found in this type of stone, and can
further enhance any interior when laid with other more modern stone finishes.

Left: Straight laid
Right: Chequerboard effect with Urban Concrete
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Tile size: 457.2 x 457.2mm

Urban Concrete

Four way bevel

Urban Concrete

1078

For those interiors looking to achieve a modern industrial style without appearing cold, the Urban
Concrete design perfectly balances contemporary design, enhanced by the authentic surface texture,
with warm grey and taupe shades. Create sleek bespoke layouts using our range of accessories to add
highlights to your floor.

Left: Straight laid with Ice grouting strip
Right: Straight laid
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Tile size: 457.2 x 457.2mm

Black Riven Slate

Four way bevel

Black Riven Slate

1079

Slate is a timeless design that continues to be popular in a range of interiors. The delicate tints of
black and greys have been expertly recreated and together with the authentic surface texture creates
a stunningly intense platform for furnishings and fabrics.

Left: Four tiles together with Ice grouting strip, brickwork effect
Right: Brickwork effect
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Wood Collection
Four way bevel

1060 Royal White Oak

1061 Country Elm

1062 Oxford Light Oak

1068 Rich Walnut

Plank size 184.2 x 1219.2mm

1069 Willow Brown Oak

Plank size 184.2 x 1219.2mm

1070 Willow Grey Oak

Plank size 184.2 x 1219.2mm

Plank size 184.2 x 1219.2mm

Plank size 184.2 x 1219.2mm

Stone Collection

Plank size 184.2 x 1219.2mm

1064 Honey Rich Oak

Plank size 184.2 x 1219.2mm
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1065 Wild Apple

Plank size 184.2 x 1219.2mm

1066 Cathedral Oak

Plank size 184.2 x 1219.2mm

1067 Bishop Dark Oak

Plank size 184.2 x 1219.2mm

1077 Organic Fossilstone

Tile size 457.2 x 457.2mm

1076 Ivory Limestone

Tile size 457.2 x 457.2mm

Plank size 184.2 x 1219.2mm

Tile size 457.2 x 457.2mm

1063 Almond Oak

Tile size 457.2 x 457.2mm

Four way bevel

1078 Urban Concrete

1079 Black Riven Slate
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Accessories

Technical

The expert care and attention to detail that has been part of the Fusion wood and stone design development allows you to

Characteristics

Standards

create a stunning interior. Should you however wish to create a truly bespoke floor and enhance your rooms appearance,

Gauge

EN 428 / EN ISO 24346

2.5mm

Wear Layer

EN 429 / EN ISO 24340

0.55mm

Packaging plank size

EN 427 / EN ISO 24342

15 @ 184.2 x 1219.2mm = 3.37m2

Grouting Strips

Packaging tile size

EN 427 / EN ISO 24342

16 @ 457.2 x 457.2mm = 3.34m2

Adding a level of authenticity to your chosen flooring through fine detailing and textures, Fusion Grouting Strips can be laid

Surface Treatment

then we offer a range of inlay accessories for you to choose from.

between stone tiles to create a room perimeter, feature area or highlight a design floor layout. Use a close-to-tile colour or a
contrasting colour for a more striking effect.

2031 Ice

2037 Coffee

2033 Pearl

2039 Graphite
Strip size: 3mm x 914mm

2035 Grey

Marquetry Strips
Similar in design to the Grouting Strips, Fusion Marquetry Strips when added to your wood plank design floor help create
a stunning finish. Adding authentic textures and detailing, the Marquetry Strips come in 4 wood shades and can be laid
between planks to create a ‘ships decking’ effect, as a perimeter around a room or permanent features such as island units.
These Marquetry Strips are also designed to work with Fusion stone designs, providing you with endless possibilities.

2056 Maple

2057 Natural Oak

PU

Total weight

EN 430 / EN ISO 23997

4,290 g/m2

General performance

EN 649 / EN ISO 10582

Heterogeneous, PVC

Performance classification

EN 685 / EN ISO 10874

23 / 33 / 42

Slip resistance

EN 13893
DIN 51130

Class DS (dry condition)
R10

Dimensional stability

EN 434 / EN ISO 23999

≤0.1%

Residual indentation

EN 433 / EN ISO 24343-1

0.1mm

Colour fastness to artificial light

EN ISO 105-B02

level ≥ 6 method A

Behaviour to fire

EN 13501-1

Bfl - S1

Abrasion resistance

EN 649
EN ISO 10582

Group T
Type I

Electrostatic properties when walked on

EN 1815

<2kV

Castor chair suitability

EN 425 / ISO 4918

yes, type W, EN 12 529

Underfloor heating suitability

EN 1264-2

Suitable, max 27⁰C

VOC emissions

2058 Classic Oak

2059 Walnut

Low VOC

Environmental rating

BRE Global

Applications

Fusion LVT is ideally suited for all residential interiors as well as heavy commercial

Strip size: 3mm x 914mm

Generic A+

areas within the retail, office, leisure, healthcare and education sectors.

Feature Strips

Environment

For those interiors that require a bolder highlight when creating a design floor, Fusion Feature Strips come in 7 solid
colourways and can give your installation a more graphic look. The striking metallic shades together with natural brown tones
are all designed to work with wood and stone floors.

When choosing a floor that has a low environmental impact for your installation, without compromising on durability and
practicality, vinyl flooring is the ideal solution. All of the designs within the Fusion collection contain an average of 40%
0026 Gold

recycled material, and are 100% recyclable via the vinyl take-back scheme Recofloor. Vinyl can be recycled many times

0034 Terracotta

without losing any of its performance properties, and along with its low VOCs, energy efficient manufacturing, long life and
0025 Silver

0031 Brown

0033 Copper

0032 Cream

low maintenance, Fusion is the perfect choice for your installation.

100%
Strip size: 5mm x 1000mm

Recyclable

40%
Average recycled
content

LOW
VOC

A+

BRE generic rating

0028 Black

Note: As the Grouting and Marquetry Strips are cut from natural wood and stone designs, there will be variation in markings and decoration.
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For further details on any technical or environmental data, please contact your flooring provider.
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Floorcare
We want your new Fusion floor to continue to look as good as the first day it was installed, so to help you achieve this we
have laid out the following floorcare guidelines. Each product in the Fusion collection features a polyurethane (PU) treatment
within a hard-wearing surface providing protection against everyday wear, ensuring optimum long-term performance of your
floor. Furthermore, Fusion does not harbour dust mites or bacteria making it ideal for the home environment.

Floorcare instructions for domestic interiors:
Initial cleaning after your new floor has been installed:


• Avoidwalkingonthefloorforatleast24hoursfollowingcompletionofinstallation.



• Sweeporvacuumtopreventloosedirtorgritfromscratchingthefloor.



• Polishingyourfloorcanbebeneficialtohelppreventslightsurfacescratchesandtoprovidefurtherprotection.

Day to day cleaning:


• Sweeporvacuumthefloortoremoveloosedirt,gritordust.



• Usecleanmopsandneutralcleaningsolutionstoregularlycleanyourfloor.
Contact your flooring provider for details of approved maintenance products.



• Dilutethefloorcleansertothemanufacturer’sinstructions.



• Mopthefloorevenly.



• Collectanyexcessliquidinamopbucket.



• Rinsethefloorwithcleanwaterandallowtodry.

Regular cleaning is more beneficial to the floorcovering and is more cost effective than occasional heavy cleaning.

Guarantee
The Fusion collection of luxury vinyl tiles has been developed to meet the highest technical specification of its
type. Ideal for all areas of the home, the products ensure high performance and optimum style.
Compared with many alternative flooring options, Fusion will under normal conditions resist household stains,
will not crack, chip or splinter. The manufacturers of Fusion are confident that the high quality products will
provide many years of valuable service. All products purchased from the range are guaranteed for 10 years in
commercial interiors and 15 years in domestic interiors against normal wear and tear in the recommended
environment, provided that they have been fitted correctly and maintained in accordance with the manufacturer’s
instructions. Full terms and conditions of the guarantee are available on request from your flooring wholesaler

Do:

Install barrier mats at entrances to pick up grit and moisture. (Note, some rubber-backed mats may
discolour the floor)
Ensure your furniture is fitted with protective pads where necessary to prevent scratches.
Use protective cups under heavy furniture to prevent indentation.
Remove spillages as quickly as possible to reduce risk of staining and causing slip hazards.

or flooring provider.

10

15

Commercial
guarantee

Domestic
guarantee

YEARS

YEARS

Always use clean equipment when maintaining your floor.
Regularly trim pets claws as these can cause fine scratches.

Don’t:

Use abrasive liquids or metal scouring pads as these can damage the floor.
Clean the floor with solvents, caustic detergents, washing up liquids, soap powders, bleach, furniture
polishes, petroleum based products, pine gels, stain removers or highly coloured products. Such products
may make the floor slippery or cause permanent damage.
Drag furniture with unprotected feet across the floor.

For commercial floorcare instructions contact your flooring provider for more details.
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To see the collections online, visit
www.fusionfloors.co.uk
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